
Client and Audience  
Persian Carpet is a leading regional retail store and a national wholesale. Persian Carpets sells handmade 
oriental carpets and textiles with a wide variety of styles and designs. They produce contemporary designs. 
They also offer services such as cleaning, repairing, and restoration services.

Primary target audiences are 35-60 years old American, middle and upper class who like to decorate their 
houses by oriental hand-made carpets, or need the services They may have or have not knowledge about 
carpet. Secondary target audiences are interior Designers and dealers who they have enough knowledge 
about carpet.

Design Research
The new identity design is based on a comprehensive research on the four areas related to the carpet-making 
including industry, business, history, and design. Also, the new identity is directly related to characteristics of 
carpet, and the different aspects of carpet and it’s role in people’s life.

Design Goals / Objectives
My first goal is to design a single Persian Carpet Incorporated identity and apply it in all communications. 
The visual identity system provides a powerful, unified look that will strengthen the image of the brand in the 
market. My second goal is to attract people to buy hand-made carpets.

Design Layout and Development 
The tone is based on the characteristics of the products.

Tone, Perception:
Elegant
Hand-made 
Various designs 

The logo is inspired by a motif called “Shamse”. The brown and the blue are the colors mainly used in the 
carpets. The natural white in all backgrounds helps to create a hand-made look. Sabon LT Std and Frutiger LT 
Std type families are used in the graphic system for Persian Carpet Inc. Sabon is an old style serif typeface 
that is compatible with the Persian Carpet logo, and ideal for body copy. Any type combined with the logo 
should be set in Sabon. Frutiger is a humanist sans-serif typeface that accompanies Sabon in body copy. The 
poster series show various designs and colors, the structure of hand-made carpet. The layouts are mainly 
horizontal. Negative space in the layout create a classy and elegant look. 

Outcome
First I designed the logo and stationery. Then, I could apply the system to all communications.

Persian Carpet 
Design Narrative


